
From: kelland@actrix.co.nz
Sent: Wednesday, 6 July 2016 4:28 p.m.
To: Chch Plan - Info
Subject: Significant Trees - Number T965 - Karaka at 62 Nayland St, Sumner
Attachments: karaka tree frm wiggins st June 2016.docx

13C Wiggins Street,
Christchurch 8081

(03) 3266381

The Secretariat

Independent Hearing Panel

We, Ron and Shirley Burgess,  submit that the karaka tree at 62 Nayland St be finally removed from the protected tree register. The karaka tree is on our northern
boundary and has a significant impact on our health and well being as detailed  in our attached letter.

regards

Ron and Shirley Burgess
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13C Wiggins Street, 

Christchurch 8081 

 

Our daughter (Ronene Kelland) has been in negotiation with the council since 2012. In July 2015 she 

was  told that the tree was no longer on the protected tree register and we were assured that after a 

short  submission period the tree could be removed and we would no longer have to endure another 

bleak winter.  

We are in our eighties and both experience serious health issues. I was hospitalised 4 times last year 

and my husband twice. The karaka tree shades our whole house from early morning until mid- 

afternoon in winter.  

As we are only one block away from Richmond Hill our later afternoon is limited as the sun sets early 

behind the hill (2pm in winter). The tree has not been touched due to the fact the council informed 

us the tree would be removed from the protected tree register.  As a result it has made prolific 

growth and is now significantly bigger than in 2012 when these negotiations began. 

 On a windy day, due to the close proximity of our house the tree drops poisonous berries into our 

lounge. This is a particular worry when grandchildren and other small children visit.  

We have been positive community citizens all our lives, volunteering for many organisations (church, 

school committee, meals on wheels, Linwood College). This is not the way we want to spend our 

final years. This tree is having a debilitating and serious effect on our physical and mental health. In 

the morning we do not feel like getting out of bed due to the extreme cold and feel like another 

sunless winter is more than we can take. We are seriously and reluctantly considering other options. 

We face an exorbitant power bill with two heat pumps and an electric heater and are not in a 

financial position to sustain these costs anymore. 

We feel it is very unfair that our last years are being so seriously affected by one tree that does not 

deserve to be protected. We hope the Hearing Panel take our vulnerable physical and mental health 

into consideration when reassessing this tree. 

Kind regards, 

Ron and Shirley Burgess  
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